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into waves whilst the base course of larger material is worn bare in
the hollows. This can readily be tested by driving iron pins into
the road in definite positions and at intervals, longitudinally, of 18
in. to 2 ft. By this means some of the pins will occur approximately
in the hollows, while the others will occur in the waves themselves.
in the former case the pin-heads will be exposed and in the other they
will be buried by the fine tarred topping—in the case of tar-sprayed
roads, the tar and chippings—which have formed the ridges. The
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fig. 145 —section of corrugated tar- macadam road
fact is that the rear-axle-driven vehicle pushes the tarred topping
backwards and forwards into waves at the same time that it grinds
down the lower course.
The manner in which tar macadam roads become corrugated is
shown in Fig. 145.
In the case of tar-sprayed roads it is of the utmost importance that
the chippings or sand should be applied evenly and the finished coat
kept as thin as possible, in order to-produce only shallow waves.
Where periodic applications of tar and chippings are resorted to,
corrugation may become a serious matter. An accumulation of fine
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Fia. 146—corrugation of repeatedly tarsprayed and chipped
macadam road.
material results, as shown in Fig. 146, and which, shaped into waves,
interferes to an alarming extent with the safe passage of traffic.
If traffic is concentrated in streams or lanes, by reason of limited
width and a large number of vehicles, waviness may be set up in
both longitudinal and transverse directions. Especially is this the
case with an excess of fine material and in warm weather conditions,
when the concentration "rf wheels squeezes the topping to the sides
as well as grinding it into waves. Another factor influencing this
deformation is the creeping of the surface material from the crown
to the channel, thus causing a greater thickness at the sides than at
the crown. Naturally, therefore, the waves in the middle portion
of the road are likely to be less serious than those nearer the channel;
longitudinal grooves are also less prominent at the crown for the
same reasons.

